Explore the Egyptian desert with Madaboutslots.co.uk.
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Madaboutslots.co.uk is proud to announce that ancient-Egyptian themed slots game Pharaohs Fortunes
(http://www.madaboutslots.co.uk/games/pharaohs-fortunes/) is available to play on the recently launched
mobile slots site (http://www.madaboutslots.co.uk/)
Slots fans are welcomed in to the Middle East and encouraged to explore the phenomenal pyramids and
ancient ruins. Egypt is covered in impressive landmarks built by Pharaohs and Kings of times gone by, now
it’s your turn to hunt down the gold and build your own empire. Unfortunately there are no camels up
for grabs!
You have total control over the amount you wager with Madaboutslots Mobile Casino
(http://www.madaboutslots.co.uk/) games and Pharaohs Fortune is no different. You may bet from as little
as £0.10 per line to £1 per line, you also have the option of betting on up to 25 different lines. The
bigger the wager, the bigger the chance of striking gold.
The scatter symbol is the glamorous Cleopatra. If you shake the dust off more than three Cleopatra’s in
a win line then you’re rewarded with 5 free spins with a randomly-selected multiplier of up to 10 times
any cash prizes. Imagine landing 5 palm trees after being rewarded with a 10x multiplier – that is a
whopping £5,000. That will buy you at least one camel, should you want one.
Be sure to keep an eye out for the progressive jackpot which builds the more you dig for treasure in this
barren landscape. The jackpot has reached over £1000 in the short time since the game has launched and
to claim it you need to uncover 5 of the sarcophagus symbol on an active win line.
This slot has been specially developed for the smaller screen of your smart-phone. The theme is snug on
both Iphone and Android products. The quality of the design is more than adequate to look fantastic on
Ipads too.
For more information regarding Madaboutmedia Ltd or www.madaboutslots.co.uk, please email
contactus@madaboutslots.co.uk.
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